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charlene louisedenner(19/11/1992)
 
Hey,
I had a really rough childhood and ended up growing up in care, life has always
been a struggle for me and many people ask how I've made it this far, writing
has been my saviour all the poems I write is something I've felt or something I'm
feeling at this moment in time I hope you all enjoy reading them :)
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Addiction
 
Addiction leads to convictions
then you've got restrictions
contradicting yourself
because your life's full of evictions
it started with a line now you haven't got a dime
running out of time just waiting to leave this life
you pick up a needle your minds set that everyone's evil
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Deadbeat Dad
 
Deadbeat dad
always in newspaper ads
all he's gained is a writing pad
no love from his mother
barely knows his daughter
he was raised proper
his life's built around coppers
a man with no freedom
the devil's walking stick appears
in the shadows of his misty fears
his life flashes by him
that's when he realized his got no
time left in him
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Determination
 
Determination becomes expectations
explosions of emotions run deeper than the ocean
motivation rotates so we never reach our fate
the gate to our mind is something were never find
we hide from fears to protect the tears
no respect for their mother nor a brother
bro's before hoes was the key-code
our generation is ruined with no explanation
reaching across the nation to find the answer to my question
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Don'T Give Up
 
Dont Give Up
dont look back
nightmares turn into dreams
tears turn into smiles
emptiness turns into happiness
dont be afraid to ask for help
we all need a friend
face your fears
jump at every chance that comes by
we take two steps back one step forward
we all make it in the end
growing stronger every second
we've all had heart brakes
falling flat to the ground
searching for reasons to pain
ashamed of the mistakes we've made
we've all prayed
given up on ourselves
turning your back on the world
hoping one day your see the light
its far out of sight
holding your head down
tears streaming down our faces
pull me up
i cant do this alone
we've all been there
no more strength to go on
keep strong
your going to make it
dont give up
ive been there myself
we're all doing this together
promise yourself
your make your life
better with each breath you take
its only you
save you
its never to late
dont be the person found in the lake
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your worth more!
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Fear's
 
Silent tears, hidden fears
just as you think your pains starts to clear
your nightmares appear
your dreams unclear
is there a volunteer to walk in my shoes
without fear
far or near take this away
walls caving in on me
surrounded by negative
with a constant impound that i shouldn't be around
my minds set that i belong in a burial ground
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